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EP Delegation on October 2011 to observe first Arab Spring elections in Tunisia.
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in the event of its differing from the translated versions.

TIME

DESCRIPTION

DURATION

00:00:00

Title

00:00:05

00:00:05

Exterior shot of Tunis, Tunisia, ( shots):Exterior shots of
the centre, view to the clock tower, Tunis, (1 shot), military
tanks standing in front of the Ministry for Interior Affairs,
(1 shot), campaigns in the city (3 shots), traffic
coordination by police (1 shot), Tunis, Tunisia, newspaper
kiosk (1 shot), (43.000 military guards and police guards
will secure the polling stations on Monday)

00:00:46

00:00:51

Interior, EP delegation meets with Michael Gahler, (EPP,
DE), Chief Observer of the EU election observation
mission, Gabriele Albertini (EPP, IT) Head of the EP
delegation to the EU Election obeservation mission to
Tunisa, (1 shot), meeting (5 shots)

00:00:32

00:01:23

Exterior, Impressions of the area EL OMRAN in Tunis,
Tunisia (6 shots)

00:00:30

00:01:53

Exterior, electoral campaigns visible in the city

00:00:22

00:02:15

Robert Goebbels (S&D, LU) and Hélène Flautre
(Verts/ALE, FR)in the EP delegation van on the way to
the first polling station, road towards, Sidi Bouzid, (1 shot,
the EP delegation arrives in Sebbalat (at 6h45 local time),
(2 arrival shots)

00:00:30

00:02:45

Exterior, total view of the school building transformed into
a polling station, (1 shot), - Interior, last check before the
opening, like the ballot box, (5 shots), Arrival of people, 2
shots(Official opening of polling station in Sebbalat, 15km
north of Sidi Bouzid, arrival of EP delegation, 4 shots

00:00:14

00:02:59

Interior, process of voting (register check/ ballot box), (5
shots), observers sitting at the end of the room (1 shot)

00:00:32

00:03:31

Exterior, departure of the observation delegation

00:00:19

00:03:50

Exterior, second observation stop, village near Sidi
Bouzid, arrival of Mr Goebbels at the polling station, (1
shot), arrival of a group of women, on the way to the
polling station (2 shots)

00:00:08

00:03:58

General shots of Sidi Bouzid, (5 shots)

00:00:18

00:04:16

END

00:00:00
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